
Class 11 Main Lesson: Parzival – Day 5 – Friday 

1. Please say the special verse. 
 

2. Personal Reflection: (in the back of your book) 
 
- Advice followed: describe a time you followed advice from a parent or parental figure – 

what happened? 
 

- Gurnemanz’s advice: which is the best bit for you? Why? 
Which bit do you not agree with, or would choose not to ‘take-on’ – why? 
 

3. In your Main Lesson Book – go to the page Advice – and add six pieces of advice from 
Gurnemanz (in yesterday’s work) in order of what you feel are the best pieces of advice for 
you. 
 

4.  The Fool: In your main lesson book, under the heading The Fool - I want you to tell what has 
happened to Parzival so far. 
 
Your challenge: tell it between 150-200 words. This will mean that you cannot re-tell every 
event that happens (but also try not to ignore them completely!) – try to group certain events, 
or tell them briefly, and save your words to tell the parts you want to tell. 
 
Write it as a story – NOT as a summary. Use the language of storytelling: paint a picture with 
words; invite readers into your world and make it real for them – but all with brevity. 
 
Make sure to spend some time describing Parzival and his life with his mother in the woods, 
perhaps a mention to his father and history. 
 
If you have to type it, then type it (I’d prefer you handwrote it), but MAKE SURE it goes into 
your ML book (glued in), and that it looks nice. 
 
If you really want to go over the word limit, and tell the story without any limits, then you may 
(students have in the past) – but this is not an expectation. 
 

5. Start an illustration or other related art-work to accompany The Fool. A full-page would be 
great, but you can do it under your writing if you would like (just so long as the page isn’t 
dominated by writing!). 

On Monday you will be given time to finish this illustration, as well as doing another 
visual/graphic task (so if you finish it today, Monday’s work will be limited). 

 

6. Personal reflection thinking questions for Monday: 
 
- Your own personal motto: I want you to think on, postulate, deliberate, cogitate, 

ruminate and ponder deeply to arrive at a Motto that you feel is right for you and your life 
– a little mantra, or piece of advice, to guide you through times ahead. 
 
For example, the goddess Nike came up with a great one when she didn’t want to run 
42km to the town of Marathon, but she told herself "Just Do It” – and do it she did. 
 
(please don’t check this historical fact for accuracy. It’s a wholly true story, of that I can 
attest) 


